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Background 
 

Project Overview 

Main Roads is planning for the future replacement of the ageing Congdon Street Bridge over 
the railway, next to Swanbourne Station. 
 
Used by approximately 3,000 vehicles per day, this timber bridge is over 100 years old, has 
reached the end of its design life and is expensive to maintain in its current state. Replacing 
it will ensure it meets current safety and access standards, as well as clearance 
requirements for the Public Transport Authority’s (PTA) rail line, well into the future. 
 
Four potential options have been assessed. Two options involve constructing the bridge 
‘online’, which involves closing the existing structure for approximately nine months. The 
remaining two options could be built ‘offline’ on a new alignment, minimising impacts on local 
businesses and preserving the Norfolk Pine trees on Claremont Crescent. 
 
Main Roads and key stakeholders, including the PTA and the Town of Claremont, have 
indicated support for a preferred option that can be built ‘offline’, while the existing bridge 
remains open.  
 
A new alignment to the east of the existing bridge, between the existing Saladin Street 
roundabout on the north side of the rail and a new roundabout at Railway Street on the 
south side of the rail, is the preferred option. The existing Windsor Street intersection with 
Railway Street could be closed via a cul-de-sac, subject to community feedback. 
 
Benefits of this option include: 

• Can be built while the old bridge remains in operation, minimising inconvenience to 
the local community, road users and adjacent business operators; 

• Pedestrians and cyclists will benefit from enhanced path and access provisions; 
• Preserves the valuable stand of pine trees on Claremont Crescent; 
• Maximises parking facilities; and 
• Supports future residential and commercial development opportunities. 

 
Funding for the construction of the project is currently not available, however, community 
feedback has been sought to inform the development of the preliminary bridge design. 
 

Community and Stakeholder 

Engagement 
 
The concept design and option development work for bridge replacement commenced in 
2014 following inspection results that indicated deterioration to structural components was 
accelerating and that generally the structure was in poor condition.  
 
In 2014, initial conceptual planning focused on retaining the existing alignment for the 
replacement structure with the extent of works confined to the designated road reserve. 
Early planning included the preparation of high-level costings for scope development, asset 
management and budget programming. 



 
Funding to progress project development was not allocated and the project was placed on 
hold.  
 
In late 2017, funding for further project development was committed. Due to the significant 
impacts on local businesses that any closure would have, and out of consideration for the 
Norfolk Pine trees on Claremont Crescent, an investigation into alternative alignments for the 
replacement bridge is now underway. 
 
Two initial workshops were held with the Towns of Cottesloe, Claremont and the Public 
Transport Authority to identify project constraints/issues and seek input on various alignment 
options. 
 
A community consultation period was then held between 13 October and 9 November 2018, 
which included delivery of an Information Sheet (Appendix 1) to more than 5000 addresses 
in Swanbourne, Cottesloe, Claremont and Nedlands. This newsletter provided information 
about all four options, including the perceived benefits and disadvantages of each.  
 
Main Roads also launched a project webpage (Appendix 3) which directed visitors to a 
dedicated My Say Transport page (Appendix 2), which included an online survey for 
community members to respond to.  In all mediums, interested members of the public were 
invited to an open information session on 24 October 2018 at Claremont Football Club 
 
The survey and information session were advertised on Facebook by the Towns of 
Claremont and Cottesloe (Appendix 4). 
 
Media included articles in the Western Suburbs Weekly (Appendix 5) and ABC Radio. 
 

 

Findings 
 

More than 100 people attended the community information session on 24 October 2018. 
 
The Congdon Street Bridge Replacement survey received 181 responses from 13 October 
to 9 November 2018, all of which were entered into the My Say Transport page. The 
responses have been analysed for this report. All text responses are included in full at 
Appendix 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Summary of Issues Raised 
 
Top Four Issues 
 

Issue Main Roads’ Response 

Pedestrian and Cyclist Access 
While the majority of respondents indicated that 
they cross Congdon Street Bridge by car 
(74.0%), the survey only allowed a single 
answer for the question and many used the text 
form submission to suggest that they crossed 
the bridge as both a motorist and a pedestrian at 
different times. This is reflected in that the most 
identified issue in the text form submissions was 
how the new bridge would accommodate for 
cyclists and pedestrians (mentioned in 33.7% of 
submissions). 

The options being considered for the 
replacement bridge all include provisions 
for a Shared Path and connectivity to 
existing pedestrian and cyclist networks in 
the area. 
 
Main Roads is also considering, subject to 
funding, inclusion of a separate structure 
to be used exclusively by pedestrians and 
cyclists. 

Traffic Increase 
The second most identified issue (present in 
32.0% of text submissions) was concern for the 
increase in traffic on local roads caused by the 
new bridge, strongly correlating with 
submissions from respondents identifying 
themselves as living on Saladin Street (16.0%). 

All of the replacement options currently 
being examined take into account the 
traffic profile of the connecting roads and 
demands from local traffic.  Furthermore, 
the replacement bridge is expected to 
improve congestion in the area, thereby 
improving local traffic amenity. 

Village Heritage and Aesthetics 
The third most presented issue, closely related 
to above issues, is the notion that a new bridge 
would impact on the “village lifestyle” present in 
Swanbourne (mentioned in 29.8% of text 
submissions). This metric also represents a 
range of similar issues raised by respondents, 
including concerns that the new bridge would be 
aesthetically unappealing and that the heritage 
of the original bridge will not be respected. 

The major objective of the bridge 
replacement project is to ensure 
connectivity between the communities on 
each side of the Fremantle train line into 
the future, which is crucial to maintaining 
the village lifestyle of the area. Providing a 
structure that meets Main Roads’ 
standards is vital to retaining and 
protecting this connection. 
 
Furthermore, Main Roads will be working 
closely with the Towns of Claremont and 
Cottesloe to consider the wider town 
planning implications of replacing the 
bridge and how to best maintain the area’s 
social amenity and community 
environment. The agency will also take 
advice from its Transport portfolio partners 
and other government agencies into 
account. 

Claremont Crescent Norfolk Pine Trees 
Finally, a clear majority of respondents support 
retention of the pine trees on Claremont 
Crescent. 70.2% indicated that this was an 
important aspect of the project to them and 
10.5% of the text submissions raised the topic. 

All the options under review will carefully 
consider the project’s environmental 
impact and aim to reduce the need to 
remove any trees. 
 
The preferred option of replacing the 
bridge with a new alignment between 
Saladin Street and Railway Street would 
retain all the pine trees on Claremont 
Crescent. 



Other Issues 
 
Dawson’s Garden World – A significant number of text submissions (25.5%) stressed the 
importance of the garden centre, located west of the current bridge, to themselves and to the 
community. 
 
Existing Bridge Alignment – 22.8% of text submissions expressed the community’s support 
for the current bridge alignment, requesting that either the replacement bridge is constructed 
along the same alignment or the area is used for a separate pedestrian and cyclist bridge. 
 
Parking – 16.1% of text submissions asked that the project improve or maintain current 
parking facilities in the area. 
 

Results 
 
Demographics of respondents 
 
Responses by Postcode 
 

 
 
 
The majority of responses came from people living in the vicinity of the current bridge. The ‘Other’ responses 
largely came from nearby suburbs, however, there were a small number from interstate postcodes and one 
international response. 
 
 
Responses to Questions 
 
Q1. Do you use Congdon Street Bridge regularly? 
 

 
As expected, the vast majority of responses came from community members who regularly use the bridge.  
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Q2. Are you generally accessing (please rank in order of priority)… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q3. Are you usually travelling... 
 
 
 
 
 
Respondents could select more than one destination, the results indicate the highest occurring answer, taking 
into account their rankings. Travelling to shops is the clear main reason people are using the bridge; travel to 
work, school and community facilities are roughly equal. 
 
 
 
Q3. Are you usually travelling… 
 

 
 
Respondents often travel in one direction to their destination and also return via the bridge. 
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Q4. Do you primarily use Congdon Street bridge as a: 
 
 

 
As noted above, while the survey results indicate a clear preference for driving across the bridge, respondents 
could only choose one option and indicated in their text submission that they would usually use it as both a 
motorist and a pedestrian. 
 
 
 

Q5. Is it important to you to retain the pine trees on Claremont Crescent as part of this project? 
 

 
 

The majority of respondents wish to see the pine trees on Claremont Crescent retained. 
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Appendix 5 – Text Submissions to Survey 
 

The following are the complete text submissions from the survey, replicated in full and only 
amended in places to remove personally identifying information. 
 
 
Q6. Do you have any other comments or information about the bridge that we should consider as part of 
the preliminary design? 
 
10/09/2018 12:38 PM 
Potentially allow for road widening of Railway Street in the future without major alterations. 
 
10/12/2018 02:22 PM 
My concerns are about the bridge location not its design. Your public statements go on about cyclists, trees and 
businesses but do not mention ONCE the impact on the residents who are your ratepayers and electors. WAKE 
UP. 
 
10/13/2018 08:44 PM 
Swanbourne Village is a fabulous example of an established suburb that has the advantage of a shopping precinct 
paired with a shared bike path and a railway station. While I strongly agree that a new bridge is needed for the long 
term safety of all users it is essential that this is seen as an opportunity to create great access to the village for all 
users. Primarily the bridge is an opportunity to create great connections to the shops, schools, bike path and train 
station in a low speed environment that furthers the objectives of the State Government to have Transit Oriented 
design. The current bridge design can be improved upon if these broader objectives are considered first and the 
design follows these objectives. If part or all of the old bridge is retained and a way found to integrate the new 
bridge elegantly into the retail precinct then active transport will be encouraged and the overall flow of people in 
this area will improve. This is essential to maintain the vitality of the suburb. Done well this will be a wonderful 
example of how existing suburbs can be "Metronet retrofitted" and be a shining example for other established 
suburbs needing new infrastructure. Thank you for seeking community feedback to get the best design outcome. 
 
10/14/2018 07:56 PM 
The design looks very over-engineered to me. I'm not convinced that pedestrian use will be enhanced if it involves 
large spiral ramps and lots of barriers as the drawing indicates. I'm particularly concerned re reduced access to the 
train station. At the moment the bridge is very convenient if one is getting off a south bound train and heading west. 
I would support keeping the existing bridge for cyslists and pedestrians. 
 
10/16/2018 03:17 AM 
The current situation involves a daily heavy build up of traffic over Congdon bridge travelling north. This flow of 
traffic is currently being slowed by the intersection of the bridge and Claremont crescent. I assume (I travel across 
it daily for school run and currently live in Swanbourne) that the main road users are school traffic and other people 
accessing the Shenton road route to work etc. Is this bottleneck of traffic now going to be pushed onto residential 
street intersections Saladin/Shenton and Australind/Shenton? Australind st already has significant road safety 
issues with school traffic. 
 
10/16/2018 03:53 PM 
I quite often drop off at school at north cott primary, get coffee from the Claremont side and then drive across to 
the Iga to buy lunch and then drive to Scarborough for work. It would be nice for it to feel easier, safer etc to just 
park at either the coffee shop or Iga and just walk to the other one. 
 
10/16/2018 04:00 PM 
The proposed design is incredibly hostile to pedestrians. It requires twice the walk to cross, & exits across the road 
from the eastern end of the shopping strip instead of at the PO where it is now. The idea of demolishing the current 
bridge is overkill, instigated by the Liberal Government in its favouritism towards this blue ribbon seat. It is 
completely disproportionate to the needs of the area - traffic runs smoothly on this bridge even at school peak 
hours. It will make walking around Swanbourne like the Mitchell Fwy train line & will look like it too. It also mingles 
pedestrians and cyclists making it hazardous. The proposal is at odds with current urban planning trends that don't 
barricade pedestrians from the street. The current bridge has stood for decades, save the money and repair it 
instead, maybe just add a dedicated footpath? Let's keep the village feel! 
 
10/16/2018 06:28 PM 
Maintain the community feeling of the area 
 
 
 
 



10/16/2018 10:41 PM 
This project should be the subject of a wider urban design study. It is not just a road, it is a vital connector for 
Swanbourne Village. I recommend that this study involve Urban Designers , Architects and Planners not just road 
engineers. This is a vital 1 in 100 year opportunity to enable Swanbourne village to be a wonderful example of a 
Transit orientation development. 
 
10/17/2018 07:58 AM 
1. We live between Saladin & Australind Sts on Shenton Rd. Why push the school traffic across to Saladin? Get 
them through and off Australind and across to Parry as quickly as possible. Roundabout at the end of Australind, 
bridge across to Parry/Barnfield Sts. A straight line. Scotch College will have to rescind some of their parking and 
verge, but they're a large part of the problem. People will still access the shops, that will never change. If you 
increase the traffic on Saladin, what are you going to do about the intersection of Shenton/Saladin & Devon? That 
is a nightmare already. 2. Retain the old (historical) bridge. Block it off at either end and use it as pedestrian access 
for the platforms. Beautify it, making it a lovely segue to shops on either side of the tracks. This will help to unify 
the village a bit more. 3. Where will Dawsons be moved to? Can they be included in the old bridge section with 
pedestrian access to shops on both sides of the tracks? 
 
10/17/2018 08:58 AM 
I am a resident on Saladin St and am very concerned about increased traffic flow on my street due to these works. 
It seems that this option was chosen primarily to avoid having no bridge for 9 months. This would be inconvenient, 
yet temporary. The impact of this new bridge on residents of Saladin St will be permanent. The intersection of 
Saladin and Shenton Rd is extremely congested already at peak times, making the route up Saladin even more 
convenient may cause even more difficulty at this intersection. I have lived on Saladin St for two years, and have 
already seen two traffic accidents in the morning at the intersection of Saladin and Shenton. Can you please 
respond to let me know what Main Roads' plans are to mitigate this? I strongly recommend that you replace the 
bridge in its current location and not push even more traffic up our street. Kind regards, [redacted]. 
 
10/17/2018 09:06 AM 
This bridge is situated within a village. It is really important that the village character is retained. I am very concerned 
that the proposed bridge will ruin that character. I would like the design of the bridge to be driven by the need to 
preserve this character and in particular, to recognise that this bridge is not just a means of motor access, but 
should also serve the needs of cyclists and pedestrians. The design should physically preserve the ambiance of a 
village and should deliver these user groups to the heart of the village in a way that encourages active transport - 
and also encourages use of the retail/cafe strip. I am also concerned that the public consultation process has not 
been as well publicised as is necessary to reach all user groups. Perhaps press releases and advertisements in 
local press would serve better to bring this to the attention of the local community that it will affect. The deadline 
for submissions on such an important project is also quite short. I request that steps be taken to get the message 
out to the community and that the deadline be extended to allow full and proper community consultation. 
 
10/17/2018 09:23 AM 
The circular pedestrian ramp looks indirect. Can a more direct straight ramp be made? What will happen to the 
Garden shop? More native trees should be planted as part of this project. 
 
10/17/2018 10:36 AM 
It should be a prerequisite to provide sufficient land on the railway reserve for commercial and retail development, 
significant landscaping (urban forest canopy) 
 
10/17/2018 11:52 AM 
I would like to see a sinking of the railway and open parkland or townsquare as Swanbourne shops are popular for 
locals. ( I use it a lot fantastic postoffice and IGA). Walking across the bridge currently or cycling is life threatening 
as it is too narrow i tend to cross over the railway tracks if on bike or foot. 
 
10/17/2018 12:06 PM 
It is highly desirable to retain the Dawson's Garden Centre. This is a major community asset used by residents 
from several surrounding suburbs. It appears that the bridge will miss the outside area but may impact the current 
buildings and will reduce parking. Can options to minimise the impact on the Garden Centre be explored, e.g by 
aligning the bridge to miss the buildings and by making parking space available under the southern access road 
onto the bridge? 
 
10/17/2018 12:10 PM 
A roundabout on Claremont Crescent would keep the traffic moving. In the morning I am heading north to south 
from Swanbourne to Claremont but there is a lot of traffic coming the other way. If they had priority the bridge 
wouldn’t be so clogged but they have to give way to those travelling along Claremont Crescent. Sometimes I just 
wave cars on and wait to turn right from Claremont Cres onto the bridge just to clear the congestion. It is also 
important that Dawsons remains where it is as it is the only garden centre in the area and is very popular with the 
locals as well as keeping the area looking beautiful with its gardens. 
 
10/17/2018 08:34 PM 
I want to see more nature. Gardens, flowers etc. 



 
10/18/2018 07:27 PM 
The pedestrian ‘loop’ shown on the south east corner would be really useless. I would like to see Dawson’s remain 
in this corner. It’s such a great nursery and a popular destination. 
 
10/19/2018 11:59 AM 
I am a Resident of Windsor St. Why doesn't the new bridge run from Australind St straight through to Parry St? 
Most of the traffic is coming and going to Scotch College. If they gave up a little bit of land on the western side of 
the school, Australind street would be wide enough.Scotch has been expanding the lower years of their school 
(kindy, prekindergarten and daycare) and as such they are contributing to the massive increase in traffic as these 
kids are too young to walk to school or catch the bus.They should be working with main roads to solve the problem, 
instead of pushing it onto local residents. Advantages of Australind to Parry Sts... no disruption of Norfolk pines, 
no need to move Dawsons, more parking available for the shops when the old bridge is removed, and only one 
side of a street of residents need be impacted. Of the other options we only support Saladin to Australind Sts. We 
do not support removing any Norfolk pines trees. We do not support widening the existing bridge, or having it end 
at Windsor St, as Windsor is too narrow to take the rat run that will ensue when people try to drive through to 
Stirling Highway. 
 
10/19/2018 01:17 PM 
The shopping hub both sides of the bridge is a wonderful community centre and I frequent the Swanbourne Market 
almost daily. Currently, parking is well catered for and I would hope that any (much needed) improvement to the 
bridge is done without sacrificing this or harming these wonderful businesses. 
 
10/19/2018 01:28 PM 
*ESSENTIAL* that the nature of the Swanbourne Shopping Precinct be preserved, and the flow of people 
(pedestrians, cyclists) be considered as equally important as vehicle movement - probably more so given the 
community nature of the precinct. The trees provide shade in summer, and add to the ambience. HIGHLY 
DESIRABLE: Able to get from Swanbourne Station (the "From Perth" platform) to the bike path heading towards 
Grant Street without having to cross traffic on a bridge, as at present. HIGHLY DESIRABLE: Cyclists (schoolkids 
particularly) able to cross the bridge safely. 
 
10/19/2018 02:19 PM 
The bridge should take advantage of the existing levels and vacant area and be located on the western end of 
Swanbourne (Congdon st to Franklin st). The existing bridge could also remain and become a landscaped 
pedestrian bridge, offering spillout/communal spaces for the shops on either side.This would also enable 
Swanbourne to have a 'heart', identity and local public square, something that would be embraced by the local 
community. 
 
10/19/2018 03:21 PM 
This may be a great opportunity to create a drop off/pickup area for Scotch College that works for both motorists 
and pedestrians. Improved access to and from West Coast Hwy, Stirling Hwy and Railway Pde would be great. 
Build 2 bridges for motorist, one at each roundabout east and south of the shops with a pickup/drop off area on the 
Southside. The eastern bridge would incorporate pedestrian access to Scotch. Later the railway in between them 
could be covered over to create public open space or a new development with train parking, shops and offices. 
 
10/19/2018 04:09 PM 
Obviously to improve traffic circulation and to provide pedestrian access on both sides of the bridge. To enhance 
parking opportunities on the south side of the railway line with logical pedestrian links to the north. Consider to 
using the bridge for activities in additional to vehicular and pedestrian traffic. eg Commercial or community activities. 
Enhanced landscaping on both sides of the railway line, especially if some of the pine trees are to be removed 
 
10/19/2018 05:04 PM 
Bike friendly 
 
10/19/2018 07:29 PM 
Pedestrian access over the bridge especially for school children and the elderly. 
 
10/19/2018 07:56 PM 
I use Dawson’s Garden Centre a lot and do not want to see it lost from the area. 
 
10/19/2018 09:26 PM 
I think that the old bridge should stay as pedestrian access and a new bridge should be built for cars from either 
Congdon St or Australind Street. While the building is in progress we would like to request that the Transperth paid 
parking i o Railway Street near Congdon St is made free for our clients to park in. We work in the Cottesloe 
Chambers Building and there will not be enough street parking for our clients on Railway Street during the 
construction period. 
 
 
 



10/19/2018 10:26 PM 
Safety at the Claremont underpass is important. At the completion of the Congdon St Bridge Replacement Project 
there will be increased traffic over the Bridge to Claremont Cres and Swanbourne with road users planning to turn 
both left, towards Shenton Road, and right under the Claremont underpass. Already this area is very congested! 
The traffic flow through the area needs to be managed so that the end result is an improvement and not contributing 
to the current problem. Otherwise, the replacement is a good idea. 
 
10/20/2018 12:32 AM 
The access from south to north in the mornings is challenging due mainly to the school run between MLC & Scotch 
 
10/20/2018 03:37 AM 
Make sure it is motorcycle friendly. No tensioned wire barriers used at or near the site thank you. 
 
10/20/2018 05:53 AM 
Both sides of the road should have a footpath. 
 
10/20/2018 03:16 PM 
Those pine trees can easily be replaced with indigenous Peppermints, just like many streets in PG, Claremont and 
Cott. They are far more environmentally and community friendly and maintenance friendly than those gigantic 
imported pines. 
 
10/20/2018 05:12 PM 
The recent bridge upgrade at the Showgrounds was terrible - ugly, all barbed wire and prison barriers. I'm sure it 
will be very functional, but there needs to be more to public infrastructure than just basic functionality. It looks like 
the same approach is being taken for Swanbourne. There is a great opportunity for the village to be improved by a 
major project like this, it shouldn't just be built based on functionality alone. 
 
10/20/2018 06:56 PM 
Please consider better access onto the bike paths from the roads 
 
10/20/2018 08:13 PM 
It’s a really picturesque village, which should be preserved over vehicle traffic. 
 
 
10/20/2018 08:22 PM 
Yes - pedestrians should be considered both ways. Don’t get rid of Dawson’s ! It’s an important part of our 
community - traffic flows need to be analysed and parking outside Barnfield Rd needs to be paved. Shops need to 
be unaffected !!!! Maybe do a proper traffic analysis and submit for public viewing - would no right turns at certain 
times of the day suffice ? 
 
10/21/2018 09:30 AM 
When the redevelopment is being carried out, there will be need for more parking for businesses on the south side 
Corner of Congdon and Railway. Transperth should make the Transperth carpark available to visitors free of 
charge. It rarely has anyone parked in it anyway! It would be good to join Congdon street with the roundabout on 
Franklin Street and join Parry street to the Saladin Street roundabout effectively having 2 bridges and keep traffic 
flowing. 7.30am to 9am and 3 until 4.30pm school traffic is banked up the whole time. Build for the future, not just 
replace what you already have which won't ease congestion. 
 
10/21/2018 11:20 AM 
Great idea to reposition it from the roundabout and the addition of more commercial properties will reinvigorate 
Swanbourne. The bridge MUST accommodate bicycles/pedestrian as it is impossible to cross as it currently is 
without jamming up bridge car traffic. I hope this design can be implemented soon! 
 
10/21/2018 02:25 PM 
I would like to register my objection to the preferred option put forward by Main Roads WA for the replacement of 
the Congdon St bridge*. The residents of Windsor St will be profoundly affected by the proposed project . We own 
[redacted] on the corner of [redacted]. I would predict that the Saladin/Railway St option will: • Increase the traffic 
noise directly outside our house • Make access to our property much more difficult with cul de sac in place • Makes 
pedestrian access across railway more complicated and the distance travelled much longer. • Result in the removal 
and relocation of Dawsons Garden Centre. • As with the Saladin/Railway St option this will result in providing an 
opportunity to increase the parking available at the shopping strip, and improve pedestrian access to and from the 
station. provides the greatest capacity for local road network growth and change Whilst I understand that the 
"Widening existing bridge" and "Widening existing bridge with roundabout " options would mean closing the bridge 
for up to 9 months and are therefore less desirable they do ultimately maintain the status quo. The "Saladin/ Parry 
St" option would be most appealing (of those currently offered) to me. This would mean the existing bridge could 
remain in service whilst the new bridge was built. I cannot see how it would "direct road users, pedestrians and 
cyclists away from the community centre and shopping precinct". Both this option and the Saladin - Railway St 
option end/begin at Saladin St and people wanting to access services on Railway St would simply travel a very 
short distance along Railway St. It has been suggested that the Saladin/ Parry St option would be more expensive 



than the Saladin/Railway option. If so I would like to know just how much more expensive particularly when you 
amortise to cost over the life of the bridge. The last bridge has lasted well over 100 years with little apparent 
maintenance. Saladin Street to Railway Street Another option not so far offered would be a Australind / Parry St 
bridge. This seems (to me) to be the most appropriate location for a new bridge. • Minimizes disruption by leaving 
old bridge in place until the new bridge is completed • Would be far enough removed from the old bridge for 
construction to be completed with less disruption to the local community. • Directs the traffic where most vehicles 
are headed at peak hours - to and from Scotch • No need to remove/relocate Dawsons Garden Centre or remove 
pine trees • Less residents affected as Australind St is predominantly bordered by Scotch • Parry St is already dual 
carriageway with substantial verge and median strip should road widening be necessary. Other issues not yet 
discussed: I have been told that the old bridge will be demolished following construction of the new bridge. If 
Saladin/ Parry St or the Australind / Parry St option were chosen, why could the old bridge not be left in place for 
pedestrian or cyclist use? Its proximity to the shops, school, and aged care facilities made this option worth 
reviewing. Surely this would be cheaper than the cost of demolition? The lack of provision of an additional second 
path on the west side of the bridge is disappointing, and the design selected for construction should be reviewed 
to include a path on both sides to accommodate pedestrian and cycle traffic either side of the railway. Cycle lanes 
have also not been included in any of the four options and should be considered. If they cannot be accommodated, 
both paths should be shared path width as a minimum, to better accommodate both pedestrians and cyclists. None 
of the Options provided show the pedestrian access from the station heading towards the shopping strip being 
retained. This will mean passengers entering or exiting the station from the Swanbourne precinct will be required 
to either cross over the bridge to the south side of the track and then enter the station from there, or to access the 
station from the path 70m to the east side of the station. Therefore, whichever Option is selected, Station access 
from Claremont Crescent must be reviewed to include direct access for pedestrians off Claremont Crescent from 
the west side of the station, preferably to the west of the new bridge to remove the need to cross the intersection. 
*Congdon St Bridge (perhaps more correctly named the Windsor St bridge since it is closest to Windsor St and will 
affect the residents of this street most profoundly) Yours sincerely [redacted]. 
 
10/21/2018 06:10 PM 
A roundabout at the northern entrance to the bridge would make traffic flow better at peak times. Improved 
pedestrian crossings from the shops to the bridge and train station are required. 
 
10/22/2018 07:11 AM 
Three comments: 1. Local business is valuable to the community, an alternate local location option for Dawson’s 
should be considered. 2. School and commute traffic sees the current 2 lane bridge clogged daily heading north, 
the roundabout is welcome however this also becomes clogged by those heading north and turning right (partly 
because roundabouts are used as defacto give way signs in Aust). For those heading north and wanting to turn left 
to West Coast Hwy can an additional lane or exit point reasonably be added to the bridge? 3. Can the 100 year old 
timbers be recycled and repurposed for another use given their historic nature. 
 
10/22/2018 09:28 AM 
Current design makes it very difficult and potentially dangerous to exit the bike path (travelling west from Claremont) 
to turn onto the Congdon St bridge. The same issue exists when crossing the bridge (going north) to then cross 
onto the bike path (heading east) - a cyclist has to i) turn right onto a busy road (Claremont Cres), ii) go through 
the roundabout, then iii) cut across Claremont Cres to get onto the bike path. If the new design could reduce this 
risk that would be great! 
 
10/22/2018 09:57 AM 
There should have been a team of aligned design professionals leading this project to holistically consider all of 
the factors unique to this historic local centre; rather than the insensitive and overly 'robust' civil engineering led 
solutions offered by MRWA to date. The provided schemes by MRWA are out of touch with the locality, the local 
community, the history of this precinct and even the demands of local traffic. The principals of the State 
Governments initiatives in METRONET and TOD must be applied in consideration of the future of this local centre 
- just part of which includes a replacement bridge. I refer you to the Property Council Report titled 'Metronet Station 
Precincts - An Industry Perspective'. [redacted] 
 
10/22/2018 02:38 PM 
As a Cottesloe resident in close proximity to this bridge it is imperative that this Transit oriented Develipment is 
pedestrian let and not simply an engineered bridge. Better pedestrian connection across the rail needs to be 
considered and opening this space for greater density and vibrancy would be fantastic. More shops, bars, 
restaurants and connections. 
 
10/22/2018 03:03 PM 
Its very important to make the pedestrian access easy and convenient. The viability of the commercial entities in 
Swanbourne Village will be easily destroyed if the two sides of the railway lines can't easily connect on foot. The 
proposed large shared path loop north of the bridge appears to be very user-unfriendly. It will promote vehicle use 
in preference to foot traffic for even a very short distance. I understand that the different levels present problems 
but I'm confident MRWA engineers can find a solution to suit the low-key aspects of the area, encouraging more 
communication between residents, shops and offices. Swanbourne Village has a unique village atmosphere, not 
easily experienced elsewhere and I strongly support this sense of village being preserved. 



10/22/2018 03:05 PM 
Why not take the bridge across from Congdon St to Franklin St and direct traffic away from the always busy 
shopping area? 
 
10/22/2018 04:06 PM 
The design should primarily focus on pedestrians and cyclists, and linking both sides of the railway. Vehicles should 
be a secondary focus. 
 
10/22/2018 05:37 PM 
Concerned about the bridge being aligned with Saladin St and becoming a conduit for excessive traffic at 
Saladin/Shenton Road junction. We live [redacted] and it is currently very difficult to exit into Shenton Rd. I can 
only envisage more traffic filtered along Saladin (easy short cut from Stirling hwy) will exacerbate this making it 
even more dangerous. 
 
10/22/2018 06:34 PM 
Improving connectivity by foot across both sides of the bridge, allowing people to park and walk to shops on either 
side would be key. Keeping the pine trees is a must as they are iconic to the area. 
 
10/22/2018 06:39 PM 
The pine trees are essential to the area. It would be a fabulous idea to link the north and south of Swanbourne with 
a wide pedestrian bridge to open up the shopping precinct on both sides of the railway. I currently only park on the 
Northern side and so only shop on that side, it would encourage more of a village atmosphere. It could include 
beautiful planters and flowers etc. 
 
10/22/2018 09:10 PM 
Main Roads primary concern seems to be the flow of motor vehicular traffic with cyclists, pedestrians and local 
amenity coming a distant second place. As a user of the Ashton St Bridge area both by car and bike I'm very 
dissapointed with the recent works there. The removal of of a substantial amount of mature vegetation adjacent to 
the bridge appalled me and the finished product, whilst no doubt safe for motorists, is of a very low standard 
aesthetically and very unwelcoming for pedestrians. The cycle path essentially follows the old route and has been 
substantially degraded by the loss of a significant amount of shade. I'm extremely concerned that this mindless 
process will be repeated at Swanbourne. Unfortunately I will be away for work on Wednesday night and so unable 
to attend the information session. 
 
10/22/2018 09:11 PM 
Retain trees and character of the suburbs and area. Bike and pedestrian friendly and access to train are important. 
 
10/22/2018 09:23 PM 
1. It is not just another bridge/road, it is an integral part of the suburbs that it links.Please have 
architectural/landscape architectural input into the design. 2. Please allow a place for our precious Dawson’s, that 
is a treasured amenity and so important to the fabric of the community and has been for so long. 
 
10/22/2018 10:42 PM 
The bridge is sometimes very congested around school drop-off and pickup times making entry into Claremont 
crescent challenging. This should be addressed. 
 
10/23/2018 08:34 AM 
Will the proposed Congdon Street Bridge be pedestrian friendly? If the removal of the Pine trees on Claremont 
Crescent permits pedestrian friendly access across this bridge then I would have ticked the box NO. 
 
10/23/2018 08:41 AM 
This is not an engineering project, it is an urban design one. You need to start again but this time focus on people, 
not cars and engineering standards. Swanbourne village is a small but thriving local centre. The key to it's success 
over more than 100 years has always been the local residents and businesses. I expect you're about to hear exactly 
what all these people think about your plans at the community meeting. Please, listen to resident's concerns and 
rather than explain 'why not', realise that the need for an attractive, pedestrian-focussed urban design outcome is 
fundamental to this project. Thanks. 
 
10/23/2018 02:57 PM 
It is imperative that Dawsons Garden Centre be retained. It has been there for years, is extremely popular and is 
a gem. I do not subscribe the idea of losing Dawsons Garden Centre. Upgrading of the bridge must accommodate 
the Garden Centre. 
 
10/23/2018 04:35 PM 
ignore local residence comments, allow planners and engineers to choose the best option. 
 
10/23/2018 05:54 PM 
To blend in with the heritage feel of the area.. not a stand out feature 
 



10/23/2018 07:52 PM 
We use the bridge daily for walking or driving to work and to the parks and cafes. 
 
10/23/2018 08:46 PM 
We live at Saladin Street, and are concerned about increased traffic (northbound) and more congestion at the north 
side of the street. We would like to see Saladin become a one-way street southwards and have Australind Street 
become one-way northwards to even out traffic in both streets whilst keeping good access to Scotch College drop 
off areas. 
 
10/23/2018 09:37 PM 
Prefer the eastern replacement aligning to Saladin St with roundabout on Railway St 
 
10/24/2018 07:35 AM 
Increased traffic speed and congestion on Saladin St is a concern with this proposal. Increased congestion turning 
onto Shenton Rd from Saladin St. Already dangerous as Devon Rd / Saladin St dog leg intersection. Increased 
danger to school aged pedestrians which frequent both intersections at each end of Saladin St. Why not locate 
bridge aligned with Servetus St for better traffic flow? Or replace existing bridge in current location to maintain 
Swanbourne community locality & support local business. 
 
10/24/2018 11:54 AM 
I have significant knowledge and experience regarding the bridge, having used it to access my home (which is right 
near the bridge) for 27 years, and prior to that to access school for 12 years. This is a welcomed opportunity to 
improve this facility. The bridge is primarily used by vehicles. A new bridge must aim to improve safety and traffic 
flow, which is primarily to and from Stirling Highway. Feeding in to a large street south-side, such as Parry or 
Congdon Streets, with direct two-way traffic flow to the highway, will achieve this. North-side bridge access to Parry 
St could be via the Saladin Street roundabout, or alternatively a roundabout at Australind Street which would 
additionally address problematic access, traffic flow and safety around Scotch College. North-side access to a 
Congdon St roundabout would be via the Franklin St roundabout, and would also improve the safety of the Congdon 
/ Railway St intersection. Pedestrian access to the train stations (the vast majority of foot-traffic) and the shops 
(local residents only) would be excellent from either of these sites. It is not logical for the south-side access to the 
bridge to be via Windsor St, as this is a very small, single-lane street. This would encourage a rat-run through the 
area. A cul-de-sac here would be preferable to open access if Windsor St is the option selected, however Windsor 
St will become a car-park, exacerbating the current situation where the street is choked with cars and damage to 
residents' cars has become a regular occurrence. 
 
10/24/2018 12:05 PM 
The bridge need to improve flow to and from Stirling Highway, by using Parry or Congdon that are large streets 
that allow traffic in both directions, rather than a smaller street. 
 
10/24/2018 01:16 PM 
As a Saladin street resident who often has trouble exiting my driveway because of current traffic flows and in turning 
right onto Shenton road due to morning traffic, I do not wish to see additional traffic using my residential street due 
to changes mainly required because of drop offs and pick ups at Scotch College!! It will become an option to teach 
West Coast Highway. Current bridge designs and pictures look like Freeway off ramps and are highly unsuited to 
a residential area. Foot traffic should be considered for access to the community hub at the Swanbourne Village 
shops and shops on southern side of the rail as well as to access the Seanbourne train station. 
 
10/24/2018 05:42 PM 
The Congdon St bridge is one of the last remaining bridges on the Fremantle line with heritage value. It should be 
retained at all costs. It is an important pedestrian thoroughfare to shops along Claremont Crescent. The pocket 
park with its palm trees should be retained at all costs. There is no need for a 'civic' The area is a low-key community 
asset much loved by local residents. Any attempts to 'commercialise' the area should be resisted. Provisions for 
future infill development, housing, or increasing commercial revenue should be avoided. The low-key atmosphere 
is irreplaceable and unique. It should not be spoilt by Developers who seek to 'improve' what does not need 
improving. As [redacted] I would be very happy to represent Cottesloe ratepayers on a Community Consultation 
committee. 
 
10/24/2018 06:02 PM 
It mustn’t affect Congdon street traffic as there is a community park (Jasper Green) which is very busy with children 
and dogs and extra traffic would make it unsafe. Something needs to happen to ease the traffic situation on Parry 
Street going onto Stirling hwy as there is already issues during peak hours. 
 
10/24/2018 08:22 PM 
Why isn't the new bridge design making a shorter span from the end of Parry/Barnfield across to Claremont Cres? 
Indeed why isn't the turn left lane off Barnfield into Stirling Rd reopened and that would ease congestion and reduce 
traffic and danger to the Scotch kids coming off the train. It would be an excellent solution to enhance safety and 
traffic flow for commuters (as opposed to the stream of 4WD dropping their children to school - whether that be 
Scotch, MLC or Christchurch in particular). What will happen to Dawsons? Able bodied pedestrians need stairs to 
have alternative access to run down to street level rather than the very long curve shown, presumably for 



wheelchair access. It looks like there is a dividing wall between lanes on the bridge - this is not attractive and will 
cause problems for larger vehicles (the many 4WDs) crossing here. It should help with traffic congestion as the 
people heading south off Claremont Cres will have to giveway to the right but there will have to be proper 
observance of road rules at the round about Why is it called Congdon St bridge when it is closer to Windsor. 
 
10/25/2018 06:57 AM 
No to any Saladin Street option. The increase flow in traffic from a new rat run which will be formed from Stirling 
Highway to Shenton Road would be an horrendous outcome for all residents, and especially trying to walk kids to 
our zoned school: Swanbourne Primary as would have to cross Saladin and Shenton, which as it stands are already 
busy, but would be worse. I am concerned about increased safety concerns for the kids living on Saladin Street 
with increased traffic on Saladin and Claremont Crescent on the street as well as resultant noise and air pollution. 
At the meeting the people spoke about 'mitigating' traffic, but if there is a bridge and a road forging a way between 
Stirling Highway and Shenton, people will use it and there is no way of predicting the numbers. Speed bumps will 
just increase an already noisy corner which already deals with traffic and train noise. Even if you 'mitigate' the 
Scotch College traffic, you cannot predict the numbers who will see the rat run from Stirling to Shenton as a glorious 
opportunity. It seems the primary reason for not re-building where it is, which is convenient for everyone, is that the 
bridge will close and business owners are concerned about that. I do understand their concern and I understand 
the bridge needs to be replaced. Given the cheaper option is to build the bridge where it is, where it works, where 
everyone is used to it, and that it is not that heavily used, why not use the difference in money to compensate 
business owners for any business lost during the time it is built? I am vehemently against any Saladin Street option 
and urge you to consider building it where it is, or even reconsider other options such as the West Coast Highway 
option mooted at the meeting. Also, what about Australind Street? It is only residential on one side. No to any 
Saladin Street option. It will disproportionally affect residents of Saladin Street, many of whom have children who 
walk to school. No to any Saladin Street option. 
 
10/25/2018 11:06 AM 
1. I note that only one of the options has two northbound lanes. I believe this is essential along with two roundabouts 
at the ends to reduce congestion during peak times. Particularly on the north side with the current one northwards 
lane the traffic build up is worsened by left turning vehicles having to wait for the right turning vehicles to get out of 
the way. I guess to fit in a 3 lane bridge with roundabouts would mean either one of the Saladin St to Parry or 
Windsor St options? I am fine with either and believe the Saladin residents would be better off traffic wise if (like 
the surveyor suggested last night) the access off the Saladin St roundabout is restricted. 2. There was quite a lot 
of discussion about the PSPs on the bridge last night. How about skipping any PSPs on the new vehicular bridge 
all together (thus saving space to fit the third lane) and using the old bridge as the PSP? This would make a nice 
wide pedestrian, wheelchair and cyclist friendly crossing right in the middle of the village (which should please the 
merchants also). Ideally I would like to see the old bridge retainned for its heritage value (it wouldn't have to support 
the weight of vehicles anymore) or a similar width new PSP bridge built on the piers of the old one. This could be 
quite attractive if made wide enough for a bit of green landscaping as well. 3. I was very concerned to hear last 
night that planners were using an 18m vehicle as the length standard in designing the new vehicular bridge. God 
forbid that we want anymore trucks or semi trailers using the bridge to cross the railway line. Surely the 8.8m 
garbage truck length is the maximum design length that should be considered? 
 
10/25/2018 02:50 PM 
The questions above are designed to get an outcome MRWA wants and should be changed NOW. For example 
the Pine Trees are very important to me and they should be part of the project as there are many more options 
about the trees than you have put in your question. For example many people travel to and from Jellybeans daycare 
and they are not a school - hopeless non-localised question design. All the MRWA options are dreadful and will 
destroy the unique village amenity of this special place. Town of Cottesloe position was misreprented as the TOC 
has rejected all four designs as has the TOC Design Advisory Panel. There needs to be master planning done for 
the locality before any decisions about the bridge are made. Where are the costs analysis of sinking the station? 
The bridge should be key part of implementing a community supported masterplan The Ashton Ave bridge is awful 
and the comment last night that the new Congdon St bridge will have a similar amenity to the Ashton Ave bridge 
filled me with dread. The community engagement in this has been non-existent and not nearly earlier enough. The 
presentation last night was dreadful and uninformative. the first half hour was a complete waste of time. The four 
designs were illegible and unable to be seen because they were all on the same slide. MRWA needs to get out of 
the 19th/20th centuries and into the 21st century and right of this design process. 
 
10/25/2018 06:26 PM 
I think you should consider leaving the old bridge as a pedestrian bridge which could contain other functions, and 
that the new traffic bridge should be located purely on traffic principles. If not, the existing bridge should be 
expanded and repaired. As a building professional (architect) the white wash statement that the bridge is beyond 
its design date is spurious- it is simply a matter of repair. And while we understand PTA have preferred clearances, 
unless you are about to get taller trains, that argument doesn't really wash either. Remember- public transport 
serves people- not the other way around. 
 
 
 
 



10/25/2018 07:23 PM 
I also ride a bike there. The proposal is more suited to a major highway, not a suburban community /small village. 
Replace old bridge with similar in CURRENT position. Closing it for a few months is perfectly feasible. Modest 
design is preferable to ugly, bitumen mass proposed. Trees must be retained. 
 
10/25/2018 10:23 PM 
Dear Congdon Bridge project team, Thank you for the information provided on the project. I would like to share 
following additional comments. • In my opinion this project is now driven by a “fix an issue" objective (i.e. the old 
bridge cannot be sustained) and developed in isolation, rather than part of an overarching plan, which might be 
triggered by the bridge issue, but looks at the whole Swanbourne Centre precinct. • As local resident, living in one 
of the most impacted streets (Saladin St), I am disappointed that we have not been properly informed about these 
plans and neither about the information session. We needed to learn this from friends living in Nedlands, who 
surprisingly did receive a colourful brochure about the project and information session in their letter box. Maybe an 
unintended omission, but leaving a bad smell in the process. I am not willing to choose or provide support for any 
of the alignment options at this point in time, as I would like to see it in the context of what is going to happen with 
the larger precinct and the results and recommendations from the traffic impact assessment. The need to do a 
significant project in this area anyway, provides a fantastic opportunity to look at the bigger picture. This would also 
provide an opportunity to: • Reduce or even prevent the ever increasing rat runs north through Saladin Street and 
Devon Road towards Alfred Road by closing off the south Saladin entry (but keeping the exit), making the 
residential area safer again for playing children. (Not just Saladin, but the whole rat run route) • Reduce bridge 
traffic and congestion in the Scotch College area by providing proper kiss ‘n ride drop off places south of the bridge, 
where the children could further walk to Scotch (same as if they would have come by train) and the parents save 
a detour, which also reduces the CO2 emissions. I understand from the information session that Main Roads scope 
and responsibility does not cover an overall precinct master plan and just focusses on the bridge replacement, but 
I strongly feel that this project should be part of such an integrated master plan. I would appreciate if you could let 
me know how I can help getting that discussion going between the relevant planning organisations, so we can all 
be proud and happy with the end-result when the project is completed. Kind Regards, [redacted] 
 
10/26/2018 10:36 AM 
The current preferred option put forward by Main Roads is totally unacceptable and not in keeping with the 
atmosphere and context of the Swanbourne Village. It resembles something that would be more suited to the 
freeway precinct than this quiet, little village area. Main Roads have totally misread the context and atmosphere of 
this area. The loss of the garden centre also is a major concern. It serves an important function in the broader 
western suburbs and is an important alternative to the big box hardware/garden centres which many elderly 
residents in the area do not like. I agree the old bridge may need replacing, but replicating what is there, perhaps 
making it a little wider, in the same location would be a better outcome. The traffic issues are minor (school drop 
off and pick up times only, and only for a short period). Rethink this one Main Roads. 
 
10/26/2018 10:37 AM 
I do not approve of the Saladin Street option as this is already a very busy street and the junction with Shenton 
road is a bottleneck now. I thought the direct route from Parry street as mentioned in the meeting seems the most 
sensible - old bridge could still be used - no loss of norfolk pines and Dawsons unaffected. There would probably 
even be room for more parking for shops. Also less confrontation with residents. 
 
10/26/2018 01:28 PM 
I am strongly opposed to the Saladin St option. It would be best if the bridge was replaced in the existing location. 
 
10/26/2018 05:31 PM 
The preferred option is definitely the best one. The Parry street option looks quite invasive and would detract from 
the area. It is essential that the bridge stays open as it is used by hundreds of people for shopping and the School. 
Connecting to the roundabout would also make what is currently a dangerous and slow intersection much safer 
and reduce congestion. My only comment about this design is that it would be good if the garden centre which 
could be moved and assisted in doing so during this process to minimise disruption to the business and its 
employees. 
 
10/26/2018 07:58 PM 
The current proposed Main Roads bridge design and alignment has not been informed by a robust urban design 
analysis. It is evident that without this analysis and the production of a town centre wide / precinct / village 
masterplan and vision (including community engagement) the proposed Main Roads bridge proposal has been 
produced in a design silo and will be detrimental to the ongoing vitality and viability of the town centre and 
surrounding local amenity, streetscape and character. I object to the proposal and recommend a comprehensive 
masterplan (with community engagement) is produced to establish a holistic vision for the town centre and inform 
a coordinated approach to infrastructure delivery (the Bridge) to ensure the investment supports opportunities to 
enhance the town centre and surrounding area. 
 
 
 
 



10/26/2018 08:42 PM 
I do not want the bridge realigned and feel opposed to the development particularly because of a very apparent 
lack of consultation . Swanbourne needs nurture not annihilation...future proofing that does not erode our social 
fabric any more than has happened already. 
 
10/26/2018 08:57 PM 
I am opposed to the realignment to Saladin St. An investment of that magnitude in a location so delicate can't be 
dominated by a civil engineering design. It is against all good planning principles and threatens our quality of 
life.Please broaden the consultation parameters and enlist local stakeholders n the planning process. 
 
10/27/2018 09:33 AM 
i prefer the loopy design, with roundabout at end of barnfield, and longer approach rd to bridge. barnfield junction 
is very confusing at present and this will be better. also less messy than that ghastly option with loopy cyclist ramps. 
please don't build that. 
 
10/27/2018 05:12 PM 
I agree with the preferred option: Saladin st to railway proposal 
 
10/27/2018 05:14 PM 
Don't over do the bridge. The simplicity of it, along with the rest of the local area is one of the charms of the area. 
It is not the city centre and does not need something over engineered which would be out of keeping with the area. 
 
10/27/2018 08:13 PM 
The current character and quality of environment in the area are what make it particular and attractive. It is important 
to not lose these qualities in the re-design and planning of the area. Sensitivity and a considered design that pays 
close attention to the existing nature of the context is vital. A purely engineering-led delivery has the potential to 
lose many of the nuances and flavours of the existing area that have made it attractive and valuable to the 
community and wider character of Perth. 
 
10/28/2018 01:40 PM 
1.The bidge is a local connector road not a distributor road. The bridge is in the middle of a valuable and vibrant 
community asset (the Swanbourne shops parade). The bidge replacement project plannig should reflect these two 
primary points. 2.Care is needed to avoid a bridge such as that at Ashton Ave which is both ugly and not a pleasant 
pedestrian experience. Likewise a spiral walkway akin to the Leederville example is unwarranted and will degrade 
the local aesthetic, and would not be a pleasant pedestrian experience. Further it could result in pedestrains 
deciding to take the car to the shops instead resulting in more road traffic, emmissions and detrimental health 
efects - contrary to a number of public policy objectives.The Swanbourne shops precint is a vital part to creating 
and maintaining a local hub and village atmosphere. The replacement of the bridge is an opportunuty to enhance 
the precint in line with the public policy objectives to encompass enivronment, aesthetics, health etc that would 
feature in a Master precint plan. Main Roads should work with Claremont and Cottesloe Councils and the local 
community to identify such a plan for the Swanbourne precint and the bridge replacement. 3. As a resident using 
the bridge on foot and in the car on a daily basis, I witness the effect of the combined school run and commuter 
traffic. At worst there is a 15 minute window in the morning when there may be a queue of traffic across the bridge 
(South to North). In the afternoon the school run causes somewhat of an increase in traffic but not a major queue 
or delay. Out side of these two windows the traffic across the bridge is not substantial. The need to increase the 
width of the bridge to accommodate an additional lane for what is a minor spike in road traffic once a day is not 
evident. The primary contributor to the spike in the road traffic is the school run for Scotch College. Other measures 
could help address this siutation - for example a kiss and drop zone on the South side- and these should be 
explored more fully as part of this exercise. It does not appear warranted that the volume of traffic should be the 
primary focus for the plans to replace the bridge. 4.Widening the bridge also represents a risk insofar as it may 
result in increased motor vehicle speeds across the bridge and therefore approaching the relevant intersections 
with pedestrians, school children and shoppers. 4.Furthemore widening the bridge would degrade the user 
experience and aethestics of the Swanbourne precint. 5. In terms of the alignment for the new bridge, the Saladin 
St to Parry St appears least practical of the options identified to date creating what would be a costly, substantial 
and disproportion scale of infrastructure for the area (as if the bridge is a main dsitributor road instead of a local 
connector) and the precint's amenity would be substanitally degraded as a result. 
 
10/28/2018 09:33 PM 

Reduce traffic through local streets  Improve safety for pedestrians and children  Improve the village centre 

experience more pedestrian friendly  Improve drop-off points for Scotch college and train station  keep traffic 

speeds slow  
 
10/29/2018 09:36 AM 
I am strongly against the Saladin Street option as it will open up the area to even more rat-running particularly 
during school pick up and drop off - cars will cut down Parry and along Saladin to access West Coast Highway and 
Alfred Road in order to avoid the traffic lights in Claremont and West Coast Highway. This will have a significant 
impact on the community - I have a young family and increased traffic volume and speed will be a danger to my 
children and make it even harder for me to cross roads in order to walk them to Swanbourne Primary School. This 



option will only benefit car drivers, and will be detrimental to pedestrians and the community. The current bridge is 
well located for the shops and railway station, and it is the most accessible route for elderly people to get to the 
Swanbourne shops from the retirement village on Barnfield Road. Moving the bridge downslope on the Cottesloe 
side to where Dawsons Garden Centre is located will increase the gradient of the bridge on that side and reduce 
accessibility for those with mobility issues. 
 
10/29/2018 01:07 PM 
I strongly object to the Saladin Street bridge proposal which would completely destroy the wonderful village 
atmosphere that now exists in the Swanbourne shopping strip. I believe that the proposed Saladin Street option 
would also bring much more and faster traffic to an already heavily trafficked area. 
 
10/29/2018 04:49 PM 
The potential for a significant increase both the volume and speed of traffic using Saladin Street is a major concern. 
Traffic volume in the street is already high and would be increased if a new bridge is located directly south of the 
Claremont Crescent roundabout. If the bridge needs to be replaced my preference is for it be positioned in the 
same location as the existing timber bridge or immediately adjacent to it, so that the status quo remains. Any 
exercise looking at a new bridge for the popular neighbourhood precinct should also consider the potential for the 
enhancement of this popular neighbourhood centre. 
 
10/29/2018 05:01 PM 
Regarding the multiple choice questions, we use the bridge equally as pedestrians and motorists, both to access 
retailers on either side of the railway line, or to travel to Claremont and back. The new bridge should protect and 
retain the appearance and viability of Swanbourne village for the benefit of residents and the village traders. It 
should include a left turn slip lane onto Claremont Crescent to reduce peak time (school pickup and 5pm-7pm) 
bottle necks. It should incorporate a safe pedestrian crossing across Claremont Crescent. It should maintain a bike 
path. Any development should include retaining the Norfolk Island pine trees. 
 
10/29/2018 05:09 PM 
I think it is essential that we protect the village and the village atmosphere in this process. What we own as a 
community is something that is unique and special. It should be held up as an example of a much admired and 
commercially viable shopping precinct. This has to be the best exemplification of a strongly community supported 
shopping area in Perth; and one that should be modelled elsewhere to maximize the benefits to our communities 
of TOD. How lucky are we! Please take the necessary time to ensure the ongoing viablity of this shopping precinct. 
Involving key stakeholders in the discussion and design phases will protect this wonderful community hub. 
 
10/29/2018 05:14 PM 
Regarding the survey questions above, we use the bridge equally both as pedestrians and motorists. The new 
bridge should preserve the Swanbourne village appearance and viability for residents and traders. It should provide 
a left turn slip lane into Claremont Crescent to reduce peak time (school pick-up and 5pm-7pm) bottlenecks. It 
should incorporate a safe pedestrian crossing It should retain a bike path The development should include retaining 
the Norfolk Island pine trees 
 
10/29/2018 05:24 PM 
No to Saladin Street Bridge design. Suggest traffic impact assessment is completed and published to residents. 
 
10/29/2018 05:25 PM 
The bridge needs to remain open while new bridge is built - have a look at how offshore structures are prefabricated 
& installed - it should take days not months. It should enhance shopping facilities and link shops on both sides of 
the tracks. It should be pedestrian & disability friendly Cars and pedestrians should be physically separated 
 
10/29/2018 06:01 PM 
Keep old bridge as pedestrian bridge 
 
10/29/2018 06:53 PM 
Needs to ease congestion. Current bridge is a bottleneck for cars 
 
10/29/2018 06:58 PM 
No to Saladin St bridge 
 
10/29/2018 07:24 PM 
Moving it would adversely affect the flow of traffic in the area, causing a funnel effect. As it is traffic is dispersed. 
 
10/29/2018 07:28 PM 
Take into consideration [redacted] designs to get the best outcome for the community. Suggest traffic calming be 
installed for Devon Road to make it safer for residents, particularly children. 
 
 
 
 



10/29/2018 07:36 PM 
The Swanbourne shops including Dawsons are a treasured part of our community. The design pictured above 
looks horrendous! I believe more consultation with the community is needed. Such as a postal survey to choose 
the best option. 
 
10/29/2018 08:16 PM 
I would like the bridge to stay where it is 
 
10/29/2018 08:57 PM 
We strongly want to keep the character of Swanbourne village as it is, which we use daily. We use Dawsons 
regulary and urge Main Roads to maintain the local community atmosphere. 
 
10/29/2018 09:03 PM 
Access to the train line is difficult with the volume of trafgic over the bridge, combined with all the other traffic. 
Moving the bridge will help, and a pedestrian crossing to the train line is really important. Retaining some aspect 
of the bridge for pedestrian access to the freo side of the train line is also very important. 
 
10/29/2018 09:05 PM 
As much as I would like the Norfolk Pines to stay, I don’t want some obtrusive structure separating the north and 
south sides of the Swanbourne village. Inevitably they will reach their lifespan and be cut down ala Cottesloe. We 
should be trying to retain and improve the village feel of our suburb, not divide it with an industrial and souless 
expanse of bitumen and railing. The current size of the bridge is a detterant and only those that require the bridge 
use it. If it was widened, then more cars/traffic would pass through what is otherwise a quiet area. The streets 
surrounding the bridge aren’t meant for large amount of through traffic. Could the bridge not be moved further 
towards the roundabout at Franklin St roundabout crossing over to Congdon Street? And the old bridge could be 
used as a pedestrian/bike crossing. 
 
10/29/2018 09:09 PM 
Please rebuild bridge in same location. 
 
10/29/2018 09:23 PM 
I appreciate the bridge is falling down but it would be good to keep the aesthetic of the current bridge as it is unique 
in style and fits in with the local area. 
 
10/29/2018 09:42 PM 
Two lanes would be best turning onto Claremont Cresceent from Congdon street, I often get stuck behind cars 
turning right onto Claremont Cres 
 
10/29/2018 09:45 PM 
I do not support the proposed plans to move the bridge to the bottom of Saladin Street, for the following reasons: 
1) The plans to move the bridge as submitted, at Mainroads own admission are not the most cost effective, and 
therefore are clearly not in the taxpayers best interest; 2) As the new bridge will have a higher load bearing capacity 
it will result in more heavy vehicles utilising residential streets to avoid traffic lights and junctions on the main roads, 
and will also route them closer to Schools including Swanbourne Primary and Scotch College. 3) The plans would 
result in increased traffic flow down residential streets which have large numbers of families, thus increasing risk 
to childrens safety; 4) Increased traffic flow will make it more dangerous for School children who walk to 
Swanbourne Primary School and Scotch College; 5) The guaranteed resulting increase in traffic flow down Saladin 
street and Devon road will cause traffic jams as cars need to cross Shenton Road; 6) The current plans envisage 
a steeper gradient to access the bridge for cars and pedestrians from the Cottesloe side which will reduce 
accessibility for the elderly residents of local retirement villages, and those that are mobility impaired. No valid 
longterm reason was presented at the community information session as to why the plan to move to the bridge to 
the bottom of Saladin Street was being proposed as the best option. I welcome the opportunity to engage in a 
legitimate community consultation exercise. 
 
10/29/2018 09:58 PM 
The chosen design looks like a sea of concrete. Very ugly and hot in summer. Keep or upgrade the existing bridge. 
If it’s there for 100 years what’s 9 months of pain as traffic is diverted. Plant more trees to cool the area. 
 
10/29/2018 10:02 PM 
Leave it where it is 
 
10/29/2018 10:14 PM 
The amenity of the surrounding area needs to be maintained. The short term nature of the construction shouldn't 
be the overarching deciding factor in the bridge design or location. The longer term impact of traffic through the 
streets of Swanbourne needs to be a priority with an absolute requirement to maintain the community and village 
atmosphere of the local area. There is no support for locating the Bridge at the Saladin Rd junction. 
 
 
 



10/29/2018 10:29 PM 
There should be major consideration of pedestrians and cyclists and maintains the feeling of connection on both 
sides of the bridge. 
 
10/29/2018 10:38 PM 
Why only the pine trees? All the trees and greenery are to be saved. I am very concerned about the safety and D-
tours it will take to cross the bridge as a cyclist or a pedestrian as it seems to solely be focused on cars. (looking 
at the 4 plans presented last week neither of them is good for cyclists nor pedestrians) IDEA: Make this bridge a 
pedestrian/cyclist cross over so the heritage bridge can be restored and safely used while there will be a new main 
cross over for motorised traffic further down from West Coast Hwy to Railway street? 
 
10/30/2018 03:06 AM 
I am against the Saladin Street option due to potential for increased traffic flow through the pedestrian route to the 
zoned primary school, potential changes to the streetscape and character of the area and concerns for safety of 
kids. 
 
10/30/2018 07:11 AM 
HUGE concern over the potential traffic increase through the immediate vicinity, not only vehicle numbers, but also 
vehicle sizes (with increased bridge capacity). Focus should be to ensure that this easier access will not encourage 
additional non residential traffic through the residential streets, notably Saladin Street. What measures can be 
taken to discourage non residential traffic and evenly distribute existing traffic so that Saladin Street does not turn 
into a major through fare. Also, aesthetic appearance is essential to preserve the "village feel" of the Swanbourne 
shop district. 
 
10/30/2018 07:27 AM 
Try to retain the village appearance of Swanbourne rather than make it a large thoroughfare for vehicles. 
 
10/30/2018 07:32 AM 
As a resident on Saladin St, i am very concerned about impacts on our already busy "local" street, no consultation 
has taken place and there has been no mention of traffic mitigation strategies. Rat Runs are massive issue and 
load limit increase on this new bridge will bring heavier traffic (trucks etc) up Saladin st. Access to the Train St is 
also very important and finally, the look of the new bridge MUST fit the village precinct not a "freeway overpass" 
that meets the requirements of main roads and PTA. This survey falls way short of "community consultation" and 
much more direct feedback to all local residents is required. 
 
10/30/2018 09:20 AM 
As a resident I believe the bridge works well at its current location. It does get busy in peak school times but I 
believe encouraging a Scotch drop off point on the south side of the railway with access to an overpass would go 
some way to alleviating that strain. The current alignment contributes to the amenity of our shopping district and 
lovely community feel. Obviously if structurally un-sound the current bridge may need repair/ re-building. A 
streamlined new bridge with new alignment would add to through traffic and change the historic community feel of 
our suburb. We do not want to become a thoroughfare. Please do not make us one. Thanks for your time and 
consideration. 
 
10/30/2018 10:55 AM 
I live in Cottesloe and regularly visit the shops in Claremont Crescent, Swanbourne and often travel over the 
Congdon Street Bridge into Claremont. The 'Swanbourne Village' is a valued local centre and the urban 
infrastructure should be well considered and enhance the area. It is imperative to minimise the impact of the bridge 
on the urban centre. The design of the current new bridge proposal preferences an engineering solution and does 
not fully consider a sensitive integration within the overall surrounding urban context. The built form, visual appeal 
and detailed materiality of the new bridge should be further explored as the current proposal is unsightly and does 
not suit the context. It is also imperative to maximise the connectivity between each side of the railway line by 
keeping and modifying the existing bridge for pedestrian and cyclist access. Ensuring the existing garden centre is 
relocated to a new location is also important as it supports the local shopping. Planning for future buildings south 
of the railway (on the north side of railway Street) would be sensible to provide additional shopping and commercial 
uses thereby adding extra facilities to the town centre. 
 
10/30/2018 11:00 AM 
I like the Departments preferred plan. 
 
10/30/2018 11:43 AM 
I think the bridge would work better it it came off Congdon street and fed into the roundabout on corner of Franklin 
and Claremont Crescent. It is too hard to access the shops when the bridge currently is at the moment. A 
roundabout would allow for a clear flow of traffic vs the current t - junction where the Post office is. This would 
hopefully alleviate banked up traffic which banks up along Railway St also at peak times of the day. 
 
 
 
 



10/30/2018 12:57 PM 
Replace the existing bridge as you have done at the showgrounds. By directing the traffic left only at the Northern 
exit this will allow all traffic to flow easily and smoothly on and off the bridge and also provide centre barriers in the 
shopping precinct to ensure no disruption due to people crossing the continuous white lines and use the 
roundabouts at either end 
 
10/30/2018 01:20 PM 
Use the existing main routs and put the bridge at the West Coast Highway and Curtin Avenue junction 
 
10/30/2018 01:30 PM 
Following the information evening on 24th October at Claremont Football meeting that showed the anxiousness of 
residents especially residents of Saladin Street, we invited as many residents as possible in the time available to 
a local meeting. It was resolved at this meeting to elect three residents to represent the area. We have contacted 
and explained our concerns to the Town of Claremont and requested a meeting with our elected group This elected 
group would like to be involved in Main Road deliberations [redacted] 
 
10/30/2018 02:47 PM 
The bridge is superbly located currently; convenient enough for locals but configured in such a way as to discourage 
HGV use. Any increase in traffic caused by making Saladin a convenient through route via Devon to Alfred Rd 
would greatly increase the risk to the plentiful pedestrian traffic, most of who are children. Furthermore, the added 
convenience of making a straight join of the bridge to Saladin, would be that the thoroughfare created would run 
all along Saladin, down Devon and along Narla Rd. This route is already busy enough, any increase in traffic 
flow(that runs passed a community park, a vets and a local primary school) would strongly negatively impact local 
residence and substantially increase the risk to children and cause the garden centre to close(only nearby one I 
am aware of) all for the sake of conveniencimg through traffic, most of who would not even be local residents. 
 
10/30/2018 04:47 PM 
the bridge works like that so well 
 
10/30/2018 07:17 PM 
We chose to live in Swanbourne because of the quaint community feel of the area. It is critical that the bridge and 
surrounding area retain this uniqueness. I don’t want increased traffic flow through the area as a result of this new 
bridge. The ‘importance of the pine tree’ question is misleading...my husband has stated to me that he responded 
that retaining the trees was important to him in this survey but that he wouldn’t be adverse to removing a couple of 
them if it meant reduced traffic flow. It shouldn’t be an all or nothing question. 
 
10/30/2018 07:52 PM 
I live on Devon Road, an already busy street with cars and cyclists sharing the road. Obviously the bridge needs 
to be replaced but proposing a solution making a busy rat run even busier is irresponsible. Safety of the community 
should be at the forefront of any design and making Devon road even busier will endanger cyclists as drivers focus 
more on traffic congestion rather than other, more vulnerable road users. 
 
10/30/2018 09:36 PM 
Swanbourne has a beautiful village feel and if the following is not considered carefully, it would mean this would 
be diminished when the new bridge offers easy access for more and heavier vehicles straight through Swanbourne 
and motorists will use Swanbourne streets Saladin & Shenton Road as a shortcut to West Coast highway, to avoid 
traffic lights. These streets are already heavily congested during rush hour at times children from over 6 surrounding 
schools (Scotch, Swanbourne Primary, PLC, MLC, Christ Church Grammar School and Cottesloe primary) are 
being picked up and dropped off. Please consider restraints on the size of (the load of) trucks that could use the 
bridge and make sure larger vehicles are directed to the West Coast Highway making uses of the Claremont 
Cresent rather than make the suburb itself accessible for regional traffic. If the preferred option is going ahead, 
please make restraints on traffic coming from the bridge going northbound by restricting access to Saladin Street 
coming from the south to the north side of the street. This will also avoid traffic towards Shenton Road and Devon 
Road and Narla Street to be negatively impacted by much more traffic too. Also, please make sure safe footpaths 
and cycling paths are implemented and an easy access to and from the train to the surrounding streets for all 
generations present in Swanbourne and Claremont. Last but not least, please consider a 'kiss and ride' drop off 
southbound of Scotch. This will result in less northbound bridge traffic, reduce CO2 emissions (very important in 
this day and age, and given the fact that Main Road seems to care for trees, it could further its concern about the 
environment by helping reduce harmful emissions) and reduce maintenance costs of the bridge as fewer vehicles 
passing over the bridge will also decrease costs of maintenance in the future. Thank you. 
 
10/31/2018 06:29 AM 
The realignment of the Congdon Street Bridge will further exacerbate the Narla/Devon/Shenton/Saladin "rat run" 
used by regional traffic. These residential streets are not designed to cope with the amount of traffic currently using 
them to avoid Curtin Avenue and Eric Street. An extensive traffic impact assessment must be done before the 
realignment of the bridge and associated infrastructure is considered. 
 
 



 
10/31/2018 09:34 AM 
Firstly I use the bridge almost as often as a cyclist as a motorist. The current design doesn't properly utilise the 
space on the south side of the bridge. Pedestrian and bike access as designed is cut off from the shops and will 
also encourage crossing the roads at risky place as this will be the most direct route. The design is not in keeping 
with the heritage and look of the village - it is another monolithic concrete bridge entirely designed for traffic and 
not for the community of the village. This plan looks like it is going to encourage the use of the bridge and 
Saladin/Devon/Shenton roads as a "rat run". Has this design process been tendered out to designers/architects 
that can incorporate the new bridge into planning for the whole of Swabourne/Claremont/Cottesloe? 
 
10/31/2018 10:39 AM 
I am very concerned that realignment of the bridge with Saladin will increased the Saladin / Devon Rd "ratrun". I 
have lived on Devon Rd for 25 years and the amount of traffic has dramatically increased in this time. I am also 
concerned that a large bridge will destroy the community feel in Swanbourne village. I do not supported Main Roads 
preferred option, particularly the lack of prioritisation of pedestrians and rail passengers. My comments are: 1) 
Please consider aligning the new bridge with WestCoast Highway to encourage cars to go up Westcoast Highway 
rather than Devon Rd rat run 2) If this is not possible I support the [redacted] proposal particularly the following 
elements: a) the prioritisation of pedestrian access encouraging convenient access to public transport (rather the 
the long loop access in the Main Roads preferred option) b) the well considered use of public space (for example 
civic, public and commercial spaces) c) Concealment of some of the ugly aspects of bridge 3) I am happy to lose 
1 or 2 trees if it facilitates a good planning outcome 4) How will Saladin St traffic increase be limited, as guaranteed 
at meeting on 24 October 2018. Will you limit access in some way? Will you close the roundabout access to Saladin 
from Claremont Crescent? 5) Please add Zebra crossing (without traffic lights) to Shenton Rd (near junction with 
Devon Rd) where there used to be a school crossing In summary I do not support Main Roads preferred option but 
do support the [redacted] proposal, if entry to and from Saladin St is block at Claremont Crescent Thank you for 
the opportunity to give feedback Please keep me update with the progress of this project and any future potential 
for feedback 
 
10/31/2018 11:37 AM 
Regarding the proposed Congdon St Bridge replacement: Our use of the existing bridge is primarily by our daughter 
to access the Swanbourne Train station to get to St Hilda's Anglican Girls school in Mosman Park. Our son walks 
to Scotch College. Use of the current bridge by car is quite deliberately avoided during peak hours, we don't go 
near the bridge 7am - 9am or 3.3pm - 5pm and use an extended route to return home or to get out of the suburb. 
Travel by car during peak times is avoided were possible. The advertising of the project and the 'community 
information session' was well written and provided useful information. No one can understand why the brochure 
was delivered to residents in Nedlands. I have not met a single Swanbourne resident that was informed by Main 
Roads WA the community information session was occurring. The Town of Cottesloe had placed the information 
in the local newspaper 'The Post' under the Towns Information Page. My residence has had The Post delivered 
about three times in three years. If it is delivered I assume it is delivered to the side walk and picked up by passing 
pedestrians. The Town of Claremont did put an entry on their FB page. Laughably, letter drops by Saladin St 
residents and an entry on the satirical FB page 'Cottesloe Barbie' who has 15,000 followers and many more casual 
visitors, did manage to inform and connect more people than combined efforts of MRWA and the Towns of 
Claremont and Cottesloe. (I do not know who 'Cottesloe Barbie' is, I have never met her/them and don't 'like' or 
'follow' the page. Their entry however sparked more conversation than any other method of informing local 
residents). Can I suggest the obvious for future projects - if you have a project called 'Saladin St to Railway St 
Bridge' that you do a letter drop IN Saladin and Railway Streets to inform the residents that will be affected? I do 
no oppose the need for a new bridge. I welcome and encourage development and improvement of infrastructure 
and look forward to our suburb developing. 'The preferred option' of Saladin to Railway shows the cul-de-sac 
treatment of Windsor St but not Saladin. Peter Sewell stated on 6PR radio on 24th Oct, the day after the community 
information session, that Main Roads wants to 'link into Saladin St'. The traffic on this street is already 
unacceptable. 2400 journeys per day for a local street is not acceptable especially given this road is the main 
pedestrian route to the train station and village. If the bridge links directly to Saladin St, the number of regional 
journeys on this access road will obviously increase exponentially. More people will avoid the traffic lights on West 
Coast Hwy and further clog the suburb. Feeding into the T - Junction of Shenton Road will be disastrous. At the 
information session, after some prompting, [redacted] put his hands in the air and stated that 'we can have a single 
lane exit on Saladin.... so people can't enter from Claremont Cres...we'll do anything...(to get the preferred 
alignment through). This struck me and many others as a spur of the moment statement and a grab at reassuring 
the audience so you could move off that subject and move the meeting along. The current bridge has a load limit 
of 7t. With the new bridge, regardless of the alignment, although the capacity will be greater, will there be exclusions 
to limit the size of heavy traffic? The ambience of the village, the liveability of Saladin St and accessibility to the 
train station by pedestrians will be heavily compromised if there is increased heavy haulage, buses and petrol 
tankers increasing in the suburb to avoid the traffic lights on West Coast Hwy. Saladin St already has this traffic, 
which I assume comes currently from West Coast Hwy and onto Shenton. School Traffic. People are wrongly 
assume the school traffic is limited to Scotch College. Although they could certainly improve their take up rate of 
public transport usage, there are a few points to raise. 1. Swanbourne is heavily populated with Scotch families. 
There are 5 students on Saladin St alone, I can't think of a Swanbourne St that doesn't have a Scotch family on it. 
Many students access the school via the school sports grounds north of the campus. Shenton Rd looks like a 



Scotch car park at times but they are not all Scotch traffic. The Town of Claremont does have a population map 
showing the location demographics which formed a part of the ‘Traffic Management Plan’ for their Middle School 
development application. 2. The colleges south of Stirling Hwy have a considerable population that contribute to 
the rat run of regional traffic on Narla/Devon/Saldin St and Servetus St/Shenton/Saladin. I know this to be true as 
the students are highly identifiable in their uniforms. I personally know numerous families from City 
Beach/Floreat/Wembley/Scarborough who use Swanbourne to avoid the southern end of West Coast Hwy. These 
also include St Hilda's families who are getting to Mosman Park. Some reasons are - avoiding the traffic lights, 
avoiding Eric St or 'I really like the village, even though I don't stop I feel a part of the local area because I'm there'. 
Also that people 'like the tree lined streets and houses and although it a longer trip it's is a much more pleasant 
journey than entering Curtain Ave'. I struck up a conversation with a school Mother at a community swimming pool 
a few months ago. She was complaining about the amount of time she spends in the car everyday making the 
school run happen. She has High School aged children at CCGS and MLC. The schools were chosen because of 
their close proximity which might be useful for the school run. The reality is very different. Because of the co-
curricular sports and other events before and after school, the children have a different start and finish time every 
day. The result is she is on Saladin 8 times a day ‘on a good day’ with two return runs from Wembley in the morning 
and two in the evening. If the children have a regular start or finish time, they don’t catch a bus because ‘it will take 
them 10 minutes longer to get home, I may as well be in the car’. This is one family! Four hours a day, five times a 
week in the car – on Swanbourne streets - ‘on a good day’! At the information session, Main Roads told us that it's 
their job to build the bridge and that local traffic was the responsibility of local government authorities. I rang Town 
of Claremont and was told that [redacted] was on leave for four weeks. I had a pleasant and informative 
conversation with [redacted]. [redacted] informed me that restricting entrance to the southern end of Saladin St 
was something that had been discussed, but as the alignment of the bridge hadn't been decided on, finer details 
are not yet in place. So maybe it wasn't a grab by [redacted] after all but since you have put the detail of the cul-
de-sac option on Windsor, why not show this treatment on Saladin unless you intend regional traffic to use the 
street? If it is the role of local government is to manage and reduce regional traffic, I question why this option is not 
already employed given the existing high levels of regional traffic in the suburb? The Saladin St residents are a 
fairly close community. We have met and discussed the bridge alignment and local traffic issues. No one questions 
the need for a new bridge and we have high hopes that this project will raise issues that will improve our street, the 
Village and the suburb as a whole. Main Roads – you have our email addresses and street addresses from the 
community information session. Please keep us informed The residents of Saladin St have designated a group of 
three individuals who are open to representing the residents as a whole to either MRWA or Town of Claremont. If 
traffic management from the bridge is employed, Option 2 is also my preferred option. If regional traffic 
management of Swanbourne streets is not controlled, my preferred option is to let the current bridge crumble and 
don't replace it at all. A copy of my submission will also be cc’d to the CEO of the Town of Claremont [redacted]. 
 
10/31/2018 12:00 PM 
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the proposed Congdon Street Bridge upgrade/replacement. 
Unfortunately, we were unable to attend the Community Meeting on 24/10. While we understand & agree that the 
existing Congdon Street Bridge needs to be upgraded/replaced we believe there are a number of other areas 
affecting the decision that need to be taken into consideration. Our area around the Swanbourne shops & Congdon 
Street bridge on both sides of the railway is a beautiful quiet, tree lined, old established residential area with a 
wonderful community and this is why so many of us choose to live here. Adding such significant infastructure such 
as the proposed bridge will put additional pressure on the surrounding streets and roads through increased use for 
those avoiding Stirling Highway & Curtin Avenue at peak times. These existing streets such as Saladin Street & 
Devon Road & also Shenton Road to a degree are just not built for this purpose. Saladin Street is a lovely residential 
street & while it is wide - there is significant residential parking on this street which makes two way traffic quite a 
dangerous shuffle at most times of the day - not just peak hour in the mornings & afternoons. The T junction at 
Saladin Street & Shenton Road is also problematic & very dangerous at all times of the day, travelling in all 
directions. The overall traffic flow of Cottlesloe, Claremont, Swanbourne, Peppermint Grove & Mosman Park needs 
to be looked at as a whole. The main areas of congestion being the Eric Street lights at Stirling Highway, the Eric 
Street roundabout on Railway Street, the Eric Street bridge & the Eric Street lights on Curtin Avenue. As well as 
the double & single lane merges along Curtin Avenue - particularly at Grant Street & the Eric Street lights - but all 
the way south to the railway crossing at Victoria Street train station. Curtin Avenue is already a busy main road 
with limited residential homes along it - so the best option for all of the Western Suburbs traffic would be to upgrade 
Curtin Avenue to two lanes in both directions, upgrade the Jarrod Street railway crossing and the entire Eric Street 
infrastructure - being the lights at Stirling Highway & Curtin Avenue, the railway bridge & the Railway Street 
roundabout. The recently added roundabout at Eric Street was purely a bandaid solution & has done little to improve 
traffic flow due to the bottle neck created over the bridge while waiting for the lights. The main traffic congestion in 
the Western Suburbs is created by the schools. Particularly Scotch College in the Saladin Street/ Shenton Road 
area. There are NO traffic issues in this area during school holidays. Even during general work day peak hour traffic 
congestion is minimal. The Public Transprot Authority, Main Roads, local Councils, the State Government & the 
private schools need to work together & address school traffic congestion in the Western Suburbs as a whole. 
Increasing train & bus services to schools at appropriate times & added safety on these services. The Swanbourne 
shops on both sides of the railway are great locally owned stores that add a vibrancy & village feel to the area. This 
is SO important to maintain and to allow for easy & safe pedestrian access to both sides across the railway line. 
Should an entire new bridge go ahead - it would be wonderful to keep & maintain the old (exisiting) bridge as a 
pedestrian bridge & a safe link to the commercial areas on both sides of the railway. Possibly with some seating & 



shade and to have somewhere to have night time food / artisan markets in the summer - or the like. In summary 
the old Congdon Street bridge & subsequent traffic flow needs to be upgraded & improved. However, all 
surrounding areas - particularly the Shenton Road/Saladin Street T Junction needs to looked at in its entirety. 
Maintaining the local amenity of the residential area, including the vibrancy of the Swanbourne shops (on both 
sides of the railway) needs to be the priority and the views of local residents need to be taken seriously. Thank 
you. Kind regards [redacted]. 
 
 
10/31/2018 01:35 PM 
This is a completely engineer response to a problem. Swanbourne Village is one of the best examples we have in 
Perth of a neighbourhood centre and has organically grown to embody the design solutions that METRONET 
should be providing. The ability to easily access shops on both sides railway is one of the key components of what 
makes this village so effective. The need for people, community and good design needs to be considered before 
an engineering response, focused solely on the moment of cars. The alternative design [redacted] provides a far 
better response to keeping the qualities of Swanbourne village that already exist and fostering new development 
in line with the rxisitng character of the area. 
 
10/31/2018 02:36 PM 
Pedestrain access is important. Seems the option to move the bridge to the West of the current one and remove 
the two NIP trees and car bays is the best option. 
 
10/31/2018 02:40 PM 
After attending the community evening last week I feel that the community are not being offered any viable 
alternatives and are being rushed without worthwhile input into backing one of the schemes so that work can 
proceed to the Main Roads program. Having lived in the area (on Devon Road) for over 25 years we like many in 
the area value the character and vitality of the shopping strip and sense of community. A duplication of the form 
and detailing as used at Ashton Avenue is totally inappropriate to this location and would significantly impact on 
the character and usability of the town centre. It appears that little thought has gone into capitalising on the works 
as a potential for further enhancing the site and its focus within the community. A far greater emphasis should be 
placed on the creation of a town centre and wide pedestrian crossing between north and south. I see no merit in 
widening the bridge for motorists-having used the bridge many times daily as a pedestrian, train passenger and 
motorist-I see the small times of congestion as a minor problem and one that helps keep traffic away. Has the 
suggestion of a left turn only on Swanbourne Crescent been investigated? As the roundabouts are already in place 
this could greatly assist in traffic flow. As [redacted] stated in the meeting the plan for the bridge should be a result 
of a considered community design and this appears to be missing from the process. As someone who works in the 
urban design realm I would like to see a far more considered approach and hope that this can occur. 
 
10/31/2018 02:49 PM 
I am concerned about the size and scale of all options put forward which detract from the village feel of the area, 
and I am extremely concerned about the resultant increase in traffic that will flow from this. The simple truth is that 
improved roads lead to increased traffic. This is already an issue due to high-rise developments in the area (Aria 
and those at Claremont Football ground) coupled with rat-runs used by drivers in their efforts to avoid daily build-
ups on very busy single lane residential roads. Whilst retaining the pine trees is important, the area and western 
suburbs in general are well placed with plentiful trees so if necessary I would be accepting of a small number of 
the trees being removed for a replacement bridge with minimal impact to roads, residents and businesses. I believe 
much more community consultation is required progressing this project and for this to be better advertised to ensure 
local community awareness and participation. 
 
10/31/2018 04:32 PM 
I am a 22 year old architecture student and have lived on Devon Rd for all my life. For these reasons I am interested 
in the urban design of my local community and am appreciative of the opportunity to give feedback on the 
Swanbourne bridge proposal. I do not support the Main Roads’ preferred option for a number of reasons. These 
include: Visually unappealing. Due to the clearance requirements the bridge must ramp up and down further than 
the existing bridge, creating a large structure that dominates the area and takes up a lot of space. The higher 
elevation then requires a significant ramp to access the southern train station in order for the gradient to comply 
with accessibility requirements. This looped ramp is visually unappealing, takes up a considerable amount of space, 
and does not look functional for pedestrians, cyclists, or wheelchair users. Does not prioritise the pedestrian. The 
pedestrian pathways are narrow, convoluted, and look as if they have been designed as an afterthought. Train 
station access has not been adequately considered. As my personal means of transport is either on foot or using 
public transport, this is of personal significance. However, even for those who predominantly drive this should be 
a major factor. We should be encouraging methods of transport that have a lower impact on the environment such 
as walking and train use. While other cities in the world are banning, limiting, or reducing cars in certain spaces 
(Madrid and Pontevedra Spain, Oslo, Hamburg, Paris, London etc.) you are encouraging cars as the primary 
method transport. By designing a bridge with a turning circle that accommodates larger vehicles than should ever 
be in residential areas, you are promoting cars and other significantly larger vehicles in what should be a local and 
conveniently accessible community hub. Large wasted space. The Main Roads’ preferred option leaves large 
amount of space that have not been considered. There is the potential for effective use of public and private space 
that has been well designed and landscaped. Urban spaces should be designed and well considered so that land 



is not wasted and those in that space can feel safe. This is particularly important given the proximity to the train 
station. Destroy local ‘village’ feel. The large infrastructure is dominant and unsightly affecting the current small 
local feel. Despite it being a form of connection and literal bridging, the scheme disconnects users from commercial 
centres, the train station, and public spaces around the site. I believe that this will have a negative affect on the 
existing community hub and the important services it provides for the local residents. I support elements of 
[redacted] proposal particularly the following: Prioritisation of pedestrian access. The needs and typical behaviour 
of pedestrians has been addressed. There are two means of crossing the railway line which considers the historical 
and direct routes that pedestrians typically take. Access to the train station is easy and convenient for all users, 
even considering ramped access. There is no ridiculous spiralling ramp that people will choose not to use. Priority 
is given to non-vehicle users as should be the case in urban planning. Provision of public and private space. The 
interstitial spaces are used to their full potential with the provision of landscaped public and commercial space. The 
visually unappealing aspects of the bridge are concealed. As guaranteed on the meeting on the 24th October 2018, 
traffic use of Saladin will remain the same or decrease. How will this be ensured. If this is not the case will there 
be measures to facilitate pedestrian crossing from Devon Rd to Saladin Rd across Shenton Rd? This is a route I 
cross daily and currently it can be very difficult at certain times of the day. If the ‘ratrun’ from Devon Rd to Saladin 
Rd is increased, this will only get worse. It is important to retain as many pine trees on Claremont Crescent as 
possible, however one or two can be sacrificed for a quality planning proposal. In summary I do NOT support Main 
Roads WA’s preferred option. I support some elements of [redacted] proposal. 
 
10/31/2018 06:54 PM 
I prefer the options of widening the bridge on its existing alignment. I like the idea of a round about on Railway St 
as I think this will help with the morning traffic and/ or having two lanes of traffic on the bridge to Claremont Crescent. 
A round about on Claremont Crescent would also be helpful. The pedestrian path needs to be wide enough to take 
people passing each other carrying groceries or bags or walking dogs. The current footpath is too narrow. if bikes 
are meant to ride along the footpath to access the very well used cycle way to Perth, then the path needs to be 
wide enough to accommodate both bikes and pedestrians. There needs to be good access onto the cycle way. 
This will keep cyclists from having to cross the bridge on the road in traffic and then somehow get onto the cycle 
way. I don't like the large looping cycle/ pedestrian access shown in the Saladin St to Railway St option. As a 
cyclist, these are frustrating to navigate with other cyclists, pedestrians, and dog walkers. I would support closing 
off Saladin Street to traffic to and from Claremont Crescent to prevent this street from becoming more of a rat run. 
If Saladin Street was only open to local traffic from Shenton Road, there may be a need for better traffic control at 
Stirling Road and Claremont Crescent. there may also be a need for a school crossing on Claremont Crescent 
and/ or a school drive through slip. 
 
11/01/2018 09:47 AM 
add public art submitted by the community 
 
11/01/2018 12:30 PM 
Prioritise pedestrians and other vulnerable road users 
 
11/01/2018 01:15 PM 
I use the bridge at least 6 times a week. I have no comment about the structural state of the bridge. The Shopping 
Centre is local and a 2 lane bridge is appropriate scale. The only problem I have noticed as a regular user is cars 
trying to turn right into Claremont Crescent. This blocks the bridge at busy times. It seems a simple solution is to 
make the junction a T Junction. Cars wishing to turn right in the direction of Scotch College have a simple 
alternative: turn left at the T Junction go around the round a bout at Franklin Street. It adds about 1 - 2 minutes to 
the journey but saves considerable queuing time on the bridge. I have noticed that some drivers already use this 
method when turning right is difficult. 
 
11/01/2018 03:08 PM 
Yes. Community engagement is vital and adjoining neighborhoods and residents / tenants / businesses must be 
engaged. We live at [redacted] and have had NO engagement from MRWA, PTA or Council and did not receive 
any timely notification of meeting on 24-10-18. Engagement via, for example, a survey of locally affected 
stakeholders (property owners / rate payers) is necessary. We look forward to improved engagement. 
 
11/04/2018 07:10 AM 
Easy access to train station. Consider placing new bridge further west opposite the old Swanbourne hotel-now 

the elderly peoples home. 


